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Explore the history of robots
From dog-like machines to giants heading into space, robots have changed our world.
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he robots that scientists
are developing today
are capable of the most
extraordinary feats. Some
are built to serve humans –
performing precise surgery in
hospitals or defusing bombs in
war-torn areas. Others are built
to make machines in factories,
or simply to wow and entertain
us with their seemingly
intelligent behaviour.
A new exhibition at the
Science Museum in London
explores the history of robots,
from the very first mechanical
puppets to robots so lifelike
they appear to be breathing.
Take a journey through time
to discover the history of robots,
and see what the future holds.

What is a robot?
When people think of robots,
they usually picture a humanoid
robot (a robot with human
features), but they come in
all different shapes
and sizes. Technically
speaking, a robot
is any automatic
machine that can
be programmed
to do a specific
task. Nowadays,
though, robots
are very advanced.
Some appear to show
emotions and others
can even make decisions
in the same sort of way as
humans. Selfdriving cars can
be described
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as robots.
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The mechanical pigeon

Archytas was a Greek philosopher
born in 428 BC. Archytas was
interested in mechanics and
built a model pigeon that could
fly. It was made from wood and
powered by steam made
by a boiler inside.
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The Three Laws
of Robotics

Isaac Asimov was an American
writer and professor. He wrote
some of the most famous works of
science fiction, including a series
of short stories, later published in
1950 as a collection called I, Robot.
In these stories Asimov created the
Three Laws of Robotics.

2012

iCub is a humanoid robot that is
capable of learning like a toddler.
In 13 years iCub has learnt to
crawl, sit, balance, reach for
objects, memorise things and
even play the drums.

You might not think of a rover
as a robot, but Curiosity has the
ability to make decisions for
itself. It landed on Mars in 2012,
and its mission is to seek out life
on the Red Planet.

Mars Curiosity rover

Put simply, these laws are:
1. A robot may not injure a
human being.
2. A robot must obey the orders
given to it by human beings.
3. A robot must protect its own
existence.

1495

Leonardo da Vinci’s
mechanical knight

Born in 1452, Leonardo da Vinci
was a famous inventor and artist
who was centuries ahead of his
time. He liked to study the human
body and invent machines; one –
a robotic knight – combined the
two. It was made from wood and
metal and was operated by gears
and wheels connected to pulleys
and cables inside that were
inspired by human movements.

These laws have helped engineers
build robots with these principles in
mind. However even today, experts
are unsure what rights robots
should have, if any.

1928

The UK’s first robot

On 20 September 1928, engineers
William Richards and Alan Reffell
introduced the world to Eric, the
UK’s first robot. Eric could bow,
look left and right, move his
hands and even give a fourminute speech. He was such a
success that he toured the world.
Now, the Science Museum has
rebuilt him and he is on display in
London once again.

a robot from a film
called Metropolis,
made in 1927.
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Valkyrie

Valkyrie was
designed
and built by
engineers
at Nasa’s
Johnson
Space
Center.
It is 1.85
metres
tall and
weighs
around 130
kilograms.
Nasa is hoping to send
Valkyrie into space so
it can help build bases
on different planets
before humans
arrive.
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Drones are basically robots that
can fly. Unmanned aircraft have
been around for more than 100
years but governments around
the world began to develop
robotic drones in the 1970s to
keep an eye on enemies. Drones
are now used for lots of different
things, such as delivering goods
to customers and medical
supplies to countries at war.

HUBO is a humanoid robot that
can interact with humans and
its environment. It is 1.6 metres
tall, made from aluminium and
has three cameras to allow it to
see objects in 3D. It can drive
a vehicle, climb stairs, open a
door and drill holes.

Drones
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The Turing Test

The Turing Test isn’t a robot but
it has been very important in
the development of artificial
intelligence (AI) – the area of
science and engineering that aims
to create intelligent machines
that can solve problems and react
like humans. The test, created by
Alan Turing works out whether
a machine is “intelligent”. To
pass it, a machine must conduct
a written conversation with one
or more people and sound like a
real person. Eugene, a Russian
chatbot, is said to have passed
the test in 2014.

DRC-HUBO
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Kilobots
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BigDog

BigDog was a four-legged robot
that could walk, run and climb
over rough ground and carry very
heavy loads – useful in war when
soldiers needed help transporting
lots of heavy equipment. However,
its engine ran on petrol, so it was
too noisy to be used on missions.

A swarm of tiny robots has
been created at Harvard
University in the US. The bots
don’t work individually but as a
team to complete tasks, a bit like
ants working together in a colony.
The advantage of having a swarm
of up to 1,000 little robots instead
of just one big one is that if one
of the little ones breaks down, it
doesn’t matter – the task will still
be completed.
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